
EE302: POWER SYSTEM MODELING 

CREDIT = 3 (L=3, T=0, P=0) 
 

 

Course Objective: 

1. To be conversant with the various terminology and components in electrical power supply 

and transmission systems. 

2. To create mathematical models and do the simulation of electrical power systems.  

Teaching and Assessment Scheme: 

Teaching Scheme Credits Assessment Scheme 

L T P C 
Theory Practical 

Total 

Marks 

ESE CE ESE CE 
100 

3 0 0 3 70 30 0 0 

Course Contents: 

 

Unit 

No. 
Topics 

Teaching 

Hours 

1 Electrical Supply Systems:  
 

Electric supply system, Typical AC power supply Scheme, Comparison of DC and AC 

transmission, Advantages of high transmission voltage, Various system of power 

transmission, Comparison of conductor material in overhead system and underground 

system, Comparison of various systems of transmission, Elements of a transmission line,  

Requirement of satisfactory electric supply. 

 

05 

2 Overhead and Underground Transmission Systems:  

 

Components of overhead lines, Conductor materials, Line supports, insulators, Types of insulators, 

Potential distribution over suspension insulators, String efficiency, Methods of improving string 

efficiency, Phenomenon of corona, Expression for disruptive & visual critical voltage, Corona 

power loss, Factors and conditions effecting corona loss, Advantages and disadvantages of corona, 

Methods of reducing corona effect, Radio interference, Practical considerations, Corona in 

Bundled conductor lines Underground cables, Construction of cables, Classification of cables, 

Cables for three phase services, Insulation resistance of a single core cable, Capacitance of a single 

core cable, Dielectric stresses in a single core cable, Most economical conductor size in a cable, 

Grading of cables, Capacitance grading and inter sheath grading, Capacitance of three core cable 

and measurement of capacitance.  

 
 

12 



Unit 

No. 
Topics 

Teaching 

Hours 

3 Inductance and Resistance of Transmission Line:  

 

Introduction, Definition of Inductance, Flux Linkages of an isolated current carrying conductor, 

Inductance of a single phase two wire line, Flux Linkages of one conductor in group, Inductance 

of composite conductor lines, Inductance of three phase lines, Double circuit three phase lines, 

Bundled conductors, Resistance, Skin effect and Proximity effect, Magnetic field induction.  

 
 

06 

4 Capacitance of Transmission Lines:  

 

Introduction, Electric field of a long straight conductor, Potential difference between two 

conductors of a group of parallel conductors, Capacitance of a two wire line, Capacitance of a 

three phase line with equilateral spacing, Capacitance of a three phase line with unsymmetrical 

spacing, Effect of earth on transmission line capacitance, Method of GMD, Bundled conductors, 

Electrostatic induction  

 
 

05 

5 Modeling and Performance of Transmission Line:  
 

Representation of line, The short transmission line, The medium-length line, The long 

transmission line: Solution of the differential equations, The long transmission line: 

Interpretation of the equations, The long transmission line: Hyperbolic form of the 

differential equations, The equivalent circuit of a long line, Power flow through a 

transmission line, Power circle diagrams, Reactive compensation of transmission lines.  

 

09 

6 Representation of power system component:  

 

Introduction, Single phase Representation of balanced three phase networks, The one line 

diagram and impedance or reactance diagram, Per unit system, Advantages of p.u. system, 

Per unit representation of a transformer, Ideal Transformer ,magnetically coupled coils, 

Equivalent circuit and per unit impedances of single phase transformer, three phase 

transformers, phase shift and equivalent circuit in three phase transformers, Per unit 

impedance diagram of a power system, Complex power, The steady state model of 

synchronous Machine, Power factor and power control, Salient pole synchronous generator, 

Loading capability diagram,   Representation of loads. 

08 

 TOTAL 45 

Reference book: 

1. D P Kothari and I J Nagrath. “Modern Power System Analysis”, 4th Edition, McGraw Hill. 

2. B R Gupta.  “Power system Analysis and Design”, 6th   Edition, S Chand and Company. 

3. John J Grainger and William D Stevenson Jr. “Power System Analysis”, Indian Edition. 

McGraw Hill.      

4. C. L .Wadhwa, “Electrical Power Systems”, 6th Edition New Age International publishers. 

5. V K Mehta and Rohit Mehta, “Principles of Power System”, 4th Edition, S Chand and 

Company. 



WEB RESOURCES:  web based courses available on the nptel website. 

 

1. http://www.nptelvideos.in/2012/11/power-sys-generation-transmission.html 

2. http://nptel.ac.in/courses/108105067 

3. http://nptel.ac.in/courses/Webcourse-contents/IIT-KANPUR/power-

system/ui/Course_home-1.htm 

 

Course Outcome: 

 

After learning all the units of the course, the students will be able to:  

 

CO1. Recognize the structure and operation of electricity generation, transmission and distribution 

systems and its impact on the society and environment. To analyze the importance of overhead 

and underground transmission systems 

CO2. Analyze the various power transmission methods involved in the power system. Calculation of the 

capacitance and stress levels to solve impel designing problems of single and three core 

underground cables. 

CO3. Solve problems involving modeling, mechanical and electrical design and performance evaluation 

of   power transmission lines. 

CO4. Calculate line parameters for the 1-phase and 3-phase Transmission systems, considering different 

configurations. 

CO5.  Model and calculate the transmission line performance parameters. 

CO6.  Represent the power system in p.u single line diagram. 
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